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The purpose of this study was to evaluate the food served to 
children in selected day care centers in Oklahoma. In order to achieve 
this purpose, direct observations were made of the meals and snacks 
actually served to children in 39 day care centers. Voluntary and 
proprietary centers participated in the study. Some of these centers 
received the benefits of the Special Food Services Program for Children, 
and others did not. The foods served in these various types of day 
care centers were compared in terms of quality and quantity of food 
served to the children. 
Problem 
Malnutrition exists in serious proportions in the United States. 
It can be found at every socio-economic level and i!.s most prevalent 
among the poor. It can be found at every age level and is most 
prevalent in early childhood at which time it is particularly damaging. 
In the past American scientists who were interested in the 
clinical aspects of nutrition focused their attention on the 
underdeveloped countries of the world. Concern about malnutrition 
in this country became evident in the early 1900's. This concern 
gradually increased until, in the 1960's, malnutrition became a 
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national issue. Evidence indicated that the .school lunch programs, 
which had been developed as an attack on the problem of malnutrition 
in childhood, were not adequately meeting the nutritional neeqs of 
children. 
Attempts to provide food services to school children date back 
over a period of more than 100 years. These attempts were sporadic 
and were usually undertaken by private groups and associations inter-
ested in the welfare and education of children. For example, in 1853, 
The Children's Aid Society of New York initiated a program for serving 
meals to students attending the vocational school. In spite of these 
early attempts, no significant effort to provide food services for 
school children were initiated until the early 1900's when some of 
the larger cities in the nation began to provide school lunch programs. 
Support for these programs was provided by philartthropic organizations, 
school-oriented associations, school boards and/or interested individ-
uals. Under the auspices of these, school lunch programs continued to 
• expand, and by 1931 there were approximately 64,000 school cafeterias 
in operation throughout the country. 
The depression of the 1930's served to deepen the nation's 
concern over hunger and malnutrition. Many states adopted legislation 
to provide school lunches at cost for children from families who 
could not otherwise afford to pay; however, state governments were 
unable to provide sufficient funds for this program, and the need 
for Federal aid was evident (Briggs and Hart, 1931). 
Federal aid for school lunch programs began in 1932. This aid 
was in reality an attempt to take care of problems that grew out of the 
depression rather than being a real commitment tb meeting the 
nutritional needs of children. For example, school lunch programs 
provided constructive outlets for surplus farm commodities; thus 
hungry children were fed at school, and farmers were helped by being 
given an outlet for their products. However, these Federally aided 
school lunch programs reached only a small percentage of the children 
who needed them. 
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In 1946, the passage of the National School Lunch Act marked a 
change in national policy. The feeding of children was given priority; 
and the purpose of this Act was clearly stated as a measure of national 
security to safeguard the health and well-being of the ~ation's 
children. 
During the next two decades, the National School Lunch Act was 
periodically examined and amended to meet changing needs and to serve 
a greater number of children. A School Breakfast Program where 
needed was added to the Act in 1966. 
These periodic changes improved the Act, but there was still a 
group of children in this country who needed a nutritious feeding 
program and were not involved in it. This group consisted of a grow-
ing number of preschool children whose mothers were working. Frequent-
ly these mothers lacked the necessary knowledge and had neither the 
time nor the economic resources to see that their children's nutri-
tional needs were being met. This problem had been brought to the 
attention of lawmakers many times, but legislative efforts related to 
the problem had always met with strong opposition. 
In response to a growing awareness of the need to include 
preschool children in the school lunch program, Representative 
Charles Vanik introduced a bill to Congress in 1968, proposing that 
the National School Lunch Program be extended to all public and 
private nonprofit day care centers (U.S., Cong., Sen., 1972). The 
Bill readily passed the House, but was held up by the Senate because 
it was considered to fall outside the scope of the School Lunch Act. 
While the Vanik Bill was being debated, a group of women's 
organizations initiated a study of the School Lunch Program. These 
groups included Church Women United, the YWCA, and the National 
Councils of Negro, Catholic and Jewish Women. The findings of this 
study showed that of 50 million children enrolled in the nation's 
schools, fewer than two million were getting a free or a reduced-price 
lunch in school. The study also showed that eligibility for the free 
lunch program varied from coUDllunity to community and was being 
determined, not by a universally accepted formula, but by local 
decisions about administration and financing which might or might not 
have anything to do with the needs of the individual child (Fairfax, 
1968). Some schools could not meet the eligibility requirements of 
the program at all; and in some schools the administrators believed 
the program should be self-supporting. However, the main.reason for 
lack of participation in the program seemed to be inadequate funding 
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at Federal, State and local levels. The end result was that the child-
ren who could not afford to pay were not served by the program. The 
detailed findings of this study were published in a report titled 
Their Daily Bread (Fairfax, 1968). 
Also in 1968, a nation-wide study was conducted by a group called 
the Citizens Board of Inquiry into Hunger and Malnutrition in the 
United States. The findings of this study, published in a booklet 
titled Hunger, USA (U.S., Cong., Sen., 1972) provided evidence of 
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chronic hunger and malnutrition throughout the United States, that is, 
in every part of the United States in which the Citizens Board held 
hearings or conducted field trips. Following the publication of 1these 
findi~gs, the Columbia Broadcasting System prepared a television 
documentary showing the extreme poverty in this country and the need 
for free or reduced-price lunches for school children. The public was 
alerted and demanded action. 
The trio of events described above, and the public furor they 
evoked, had a profound effect on the Vanik Bill. The public exposure 
of the inadequacies in the School Lunch Program apparently influenced 
the Senate, and the Vanik Bill was passed in May, 1968. The program 
provided by the Vanik Bill became known as the Special Food Services 
for Children. 
So important was the passage of the Vanik Bill that a Senate 
Select Committee on Hunger and Malnutrition, proposed by Senator 
George McGovern, was established in November, 1968. This committee 
conducted hearings in which testimony by experts on nutrition, pedi-
atrics, and child development was sought. These hearings resulted in 
the initiation of surveys that would identify existing nutritional 
needs of the nation's children and would facilitate the recommendations 
of ways to meet those needs. 
In response to national concern about malnutrition, the 1969 
White House Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health was called by 
President Richard Nixon. The conference set up 26 panels to investi-
gate and make reconnnendations for identifying and eliminating the 
problems of malnutrition in this country. The panel surveying the 
state of nutrition of the American people identified preschool 
children as one of the groups most vulnerable to malnutrition. The 
panel dealing with nutrition education recommended greatly improved 
nutrition education programs from the preschool level to the univer-
sity and community levels. 
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The panel concerned with children and adolescents stated that 
highest priority should be given to assuring adequate nutrition for 
the fetus, child; and adolescent because the consequences of unsatis-
factory nutrition are likely to be greatest in the growing individual. 
This panel felt that the most effective way to meet the immediate 
problem of hunger in the United States was through full application 
of all existing laws and programs. They requested a presidential 
directive for the elimination of inefficiencies, inequities and 
inflexibilities of food programs including School Lunch and Breakfast 
Programs and expansion of these programs where necessary. The panel 
recommended the continued and expanded use of day care centers. Day 
care should be available, particularly for working ciothers, and a 
reasonable goal would be day care facilities for 600,000 additional 
children each year for the next five years. By the end of 1975, the 
number of children in day care would then be approximately 3,500,000. 
The panel suggested that opportunities for improving the nutritional 
status of children and for teaching elements of sound nutrition to 
small children might be an important aspect of day care programs and 
could be an effective means of helping to eliminate malnutrition in 
this vulnerable group. 
The panel, concerned with children and adolescents, also realized 
that the nutritional services provided in day care facilities would 
depend upon the hours children are in attendance and suggested that a 
center open from 7:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. should provide 80 percent of 
a child's daily nutritional needs. The panel also called for a strong 
nutrition education program which would include nutritionists and 
specialists in early childhood education who would prepare specific 
goals for nutrition and nutrition education in day care programs 
(U.S., Cong., Sen., 1969). 
Historically, in the United States, day care programs have been 
established for reasons other than simply concern for the needs of 
children. For example, day care services were funded by the Federal 
government during both World Wars, when women were needed in the labor 
force. 
During the 1960's, with an ever-increasing number of women 
working outside their own homes, interest in day care was revived. 
Again, as during the wars, the primary reason for the revived interest 
in day care was to free women to work rather than to meet children's 
needs. In spite of the interest in freeing women to work, there was 
a growing desire to use day care as a vehicle to promote the optimal 
development of each child. 
Early in the 1970's there were an estimated 46,500 licensed or 
approved day care facilities in the United States. These facilities 
served 638,000 children, which was a relatively small number when 
compared to the millions of young children who needed care. At that 
time there were an estimated five million preschool children of work-
ing mothers and another three million children in very poor families 
who could benefit significantly from good day care services (Lazar 
and Rosenberg, 1971). 
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Current Status of Day Care 
Day care facilities in the United States are under the auspices 
of a number of different groups. Public Centers are those which are 
sponsored and funded by Federal, State and local governments. Volun-
tary Centers are those which are sponsored and funded by a variety 
of groups, such as churches and charitable organizations, who operate 
on a non-profit basis. In the Oklahoma Child Care Facilities 
Licensing Act, the term voluntary refers to a facility owned or 
operated by a group either incorporated or unincorporated wherein any 
profit is turned back in the facility for use thereof. Proprietary 
Centers are those which are privately owned and are operated for a 
profit. In the Licensing Act the term proprietary refers to a 
facility owned·or operated by an individual or group of individuals 
and is a profit-making facility. Over 90 per cent of all full-time 
day care centers in this country are in this last category (Lazar and 
Rosenberg, 1971). 
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The Special Food Services Program of the National School Lunch 
Act is available for public centers and voluntary centers. This is 
the program which was set up to provide better nutrit,ion for preschool 
children on a year-round basis. Funds for this program are granted 
to public child care institutions and non-profit non-residential child 
care institutions. Voluntary centers, those with community and church 
groups, are included in the latter category. 
The majority of voluntary centers in the State of Oklahoma are 
located in churches of various denominations. Many are using the 
available federal feeding programs, but some elect to assume 
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responsibility for feeding the children in their care without the help 
of these programs. Some seem to fear or resist any involvement with 
government funds because of the church and state issue. Some do not 
want the paper work involved. Others do not participate in the 
federal feeding programs simply because they are not sufficiently 
aware of the true nature of the program, its purpose and the way it 
operates. 
Special Food Services Program 
The Special Food Services Program of the National School Lunch 
Act was established in order to provide better nutrition for preschool 
children. Many day care centers are eligible for participation in 
this program. The requirements for participation are as follows: 
(1) The center must operate a non-profit food service for all children 
without discrimination. (2) The center must meet the nutritional 
requirements as prescribed by the United States Department of 
Agriculture. (3) The center must supply free or reduced-price meals 
to children unable to pay the full charge. Centers which meet these 
requirements are eligible to receive a reimbursement of 95 cents a 
day per child -- 15 cents for breakfast, 30 cents for lunch, 30 cents 
for supper, and 10 cents for each of the two daily between-meals 
snacks (U.S., O.E.O., 1971). 
Specific regulations have also been established for the type and 
quantity of food which is to be served in the centers which partici-
pate in the Special Food Services Program. These specifications, as 
reported in the USDA Nutrition Service Bulletin (FNS-80), (Poole, 
Luck, Lewis and Curtin, 1972), are presented in Figure 1, page 10. 
REQUIRED AMOUNTS OF FOOD TO SERVE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS OF SPECIFIED AGES 
(Special Food Service Program for Children) 
I 12 and over: Pattern 1 upto 3 upto 3 years 6 years 
BREAKFAST PATTERN: 
Juice2 or Fruit 1/4 cup 1/2 cup 
Cereal and/or Bread:3 
Cereal 1/4 cup 1/3 cup 
Bread4 1/2 slice 1/2 slice 
Milk 1/2 cup 3/4 cup 
LUNCH AND/OR SUPPER PATTERN: 
Meat and/or Alternate: 
One of the following combinations to 
give equivalent quantities: 
Meat, poultry, fish 1 ounce 1-1/2 ounces 
Cheese 1 ounce 1-1/2 ounces 
Eggs 1 1 
Cooked dry beans and peas 1/8 cup 1/4 cup 
Peanut Butter 1 Tbsp. 2 Tbsp. 
Vegetable and/or Fruit6 1/4 cup 1/2 cup 
Bread4 1/2 slice 1/2 slice 
Butter or Fortified margarine 1/2 teaspoon 1/2 teaspoon 
Milk 1/2 cup 3/4 cup 
AM OR PM SUPPLEMENT: 
Milk or Juice2 or Fruit or Vegetable 1/2 cup 1/2 cup 
Bread and/or C'ereal3 
Bread4 1/2 slice 1/2 slice 
Cereal 1/4 cup 1/3 cup 
• When a range in amounts ia given, the smaller amount is suggested for younger children. 
I Full strength fruit or vegetable jwce. 
• Enriched or whole arain. 
6 upto 
12 years1 Girls 
1/2 cup 3/4 cup 
3/4 cup 3/4 cup 
1 slice 1 slice 
lcup 1 cup 
2 ounces 3 ounces 
2 ounces 3 ounces 
1 1 
1/3 to 1/2 cup 3/4 cup 





1 teaspoon 1 teaspoon 
1 cup 1 cup 
1 cup !cup 
1 slice 1 slice 
3/4 cup 3/4 cup 
•Oran equivalent quantit:y of cornbread, biscuits, rolls or muffins, etc. made of whole grain or enriched meal or flour. 
• When egg is served as mam dish, use in addition a half portion of meat or alternate for all children except those 1 up to 6 years. 
'Must include at least two kinds. 
NOTE: Crackers and cookies made of enriched or whole erain meal or flour may be used as bread alternate for am or pm supplements. 
! Boys 1 
I 
I 1 cup 
1 cup 





1 to 1-1/4 cup 
5 Tbsp. 
1-1/4 to 1-1/2 cups 
2 to 3 slices 





Figure 1. Food Requirements as Reported in the USDA Food and Nutrition Service Bulletin (FNS-80), 1972. 
Commodities 
Centers which are eligible for participation in the Special Food 
Services Program receive the cash reimbursement described above and 
are also eligible to receive commodities. Approximately one-fourth 
of the food used for school lunches is bought by the United States 
Department of Agriculture under two basic programs. One is a surplus 
removal program which provides primarily meat, poultry, eggs, fruits 
and vegetables. The other is a price support program and provides 
primarily flour, rice, butter, beans, cheese, dry milk and cornmeal. 
These two groups of foods are bought in accordance with the needs of 
the local farmer. 
Commodities in plentiful supply can be received by the centers 
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in any amount without regard to a fixed guide or raie, provided only 
that they are used without waste or spoilage. States are not required 
to meet the Federal contribution of commodities (U.S., O.E.O., 1971). 
The Special Food Services Program has not been used to the 
extent that it might be. For example, in the fiscal year 1970 only 
eleven states spent as much money as they were authorized to spend in 
this program. The reason for this limited use of the program was that 
relatively few of the eligible centers applied for the funds (U.S., 
O.E.O., 1971). This fact, plus the fact that more than 90 per cent of 
the full-time day care centers are ineligible for the program, clearly 
indicates that the Special Food Services Program is used by only a 
few of the facilities in need of the program. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In review of literature for this study there will be a look into 
the research regarding the effects of malnutrition. It will include: 
(1) research with animals and the effect of malnutrition on their 
physical development, on their behavior, and on their learning 
ability; (2) research with people and the effect of malnutrition on 
their physical development, on their behavior, and on their learning 
ability; and (3) intervention into malnutrition with good nutrition 
in both animals and people and its subsequent effect. Implications 
for the present research will be discussed. 
Research With Animals 
Effects of Malnutrition on Physical Development 
Much of the information on malnutrition and its effect has come 
from animal studies. When animals are used in research, nutrition 
and environment can be precisely altered in ways that are quite 
impossible with human beings. 
Information gained from research with animals cannot be applied 
directly to human beings. Species differences must be taken into 
consideration. For example, there are critical periods in the 
development of all young organisms and each species has a different 
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timing in its development. For example, a rat's brain achieves 80 
per cent of its adult weight by the end of the fourth week of post-
natal life, whereas for a pig the time interval is eight to ten weeks, 
and for the child the time interval is three years (Davison and 
Dabbing, 1966). 
In studies of animal nutrition, a number of experimental designs 
have been used. Some diets have been unbalanced in regard to specific 
nutrients; restricted quantities of a stock diet have been administer-
ed; test diets have been administered for short and long periods of 
time; and nutritional intervention has been focused on the effects of 
malnutrition on physical development, on behavior, and on the ability 
to learn and adapt to the environment. There are the areas in which 
the effects of malnutrition have been noted in human organisms, and 
it has been in these areas that scientists are seeking a greater 
understanding. 
Animals fed on severely restricted quantities of a stock diet 
are primarily affected in body growth and brain development. Piglets 
have been held down in size and weight so that at one year of age 
they weighed what a normal pig weighs at about four weeks. Brain 
growth has been less retarded than body growth, but there have been 
marked reductions both in brain size and in the number of brain cells 
(Mccance, 1960). The restricted diet has also caused retarded brain 
growth in piglets. Marked reductions have been found both in brain 
size and in the number of brain cells (Dickerson, Dabbing, and 
Mccance, 1960). When a more moderate level of food deprivation has 
been introduced in young rats, brain growth has been reduced but has 
been less affected than body growth. When these undernourished 
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young rats were weaned at three weeks and allowed to feed at liberty 
on a stock diet, they gained weight more quickly than control animals, 
but never recouped their early deficit in either body or brain growth 
(Mccance and Widdowson, 1966). 
Animals fed on diets unbalanced in regard to specific nutrients 
grow quite differently from those fed normally balanced rations in 
reduced quantities. Pigs fed a diet unbalanced in the ratio of 
calories to protein lost their desire to eat and some had to be force 
fed. There were marked changes in the brain, spinal cord and central 
nervous system of these animals. The severity of their symptans was 
inversely related to the absolute amounts of protein consumed 
(Widdowson and Mccance, 1963). Reduced brain size and deficient myeli-
nation have been demonstrated in animals who have experienced severe or 
moderate degrees of deprivation at a time when their nervous systems 
were developing most rapidly. These deficits were not made up in later 
life even when the animals were placed on excellent diets subsequent to 
the period of nutritional deprivation (Birch and Gussow, 1970). 
Effects of Malnutrition on Behavior 
and Learning Ability 
Animal researchers interested in malnutrition have studied 
possible learning process damage. Research indicates that behavior 
is affected by nutritional deprivation. Animals raised on nutrition-
ally inadequate diets may suffer from behavioral and learning 
difficulties which are evident even when measured crudely. Animals 
fed on restricted diets show a tendency to be hyper-emotional. With 
these animals, the presence of food, or any average stimulation such 
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as a loud noise or a mild shock, produces excessive response; and this 
emotional response may interfere with learning and behavior. In a 
study of Rhesus monkeys fed on a low protein diet from one month of 
age, it was found that the monkeys performed as well as well-__ 
nourished controls if the testing s'ituation was familiar to them; 
however, if the testing situation was unfamiliar, the performance of 
the malnourished monkeys was markedly disrupted. These monkeys 
responded negatively to the novel stimuli and this interfered with 
their test performance (Zimmerman, Strobel, and Maguire, 1970). 
Protein-calorie deprivation in pigs and dogs has produced changes 
in the central nervous system, and in subsequent behavioral testing, 
these animals have performed poorly (Platt, 1962). 
Animals maintained on a poor diet over several generations 
produce young who are handicapped in their learning ability. This 
condition persists even after generations of adequate feeding (Birch 
and Gussow, 1970). When rats have been maintained on a low protein-
calorie diet for four generations, there has been a progressive 
decrease in the ability of each succeeding generation to respond to 
standardized tests. Severe maternal malnutrition in animals has been 
shown to stunt physical growth and retard the behavioral development 
of the young for two generations during which the offspring have been 
provided with an adequate diet (Cowley and Griese!, 1963). 
Research with People 
Information gained from research with animals cannot be applied 
directly to human beings. However, the findings obtained from animal 
studies give direction to research with people. An area of human 
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nutrition which is relevant to the present research and which has 
been studied is the effect of malnutrition on children's physical 
development and on their behavior and learning ability. 
Effects of Malnutrition _Q!! Physical Development 
The single most important factor that produces stunted physical 
growth in children is malnutrition. Children in Uganda who have 
been rehabilitated after a period of severe malnutrition: have;contin-
1 
ued to show retarded physical development as compared to that of 
normal children of the same age and ethnic group (Dean, 1960). In 
Venezuela, children who have recovered from severe malnutrition were 
followed for a period of ten years and were at that time still retarded 
in their growth (Birch and Gussow, 1970). 
The effects of malnutrition on growth are not limited to severe 
malnutrition. A moderate degree of malnutrition is referred to as 
undernutrition. This does not necessarily imperil survival, but it 
does produce growth retardation. Abnormal body proportions have been 
found in Mexican school children who live under conditions conducive 
to undernutrition. In Britain and Japan, research has shown that the 
growth of children's legs and their body height are responsive to the 
relative adequacy of the available diet (Birch and Gussow, 1970). 
Research findings have also indicated that severe malnutrition 
in human beings can affect the physical development of the brain. 
Both the brain size and the number of brain cells can be adversely 
affected. In Uganda, post mortem studies were made of the brains 
of malnourished and well-nourished children. The malnourished 
children had significantly smaller brains than did the well-nourished 
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children (Brown, 1966). The findings of another study in which the 
brains of children who died of malnutrition were examined, indicated 
that these children had significantly fewer brain cells than do normal 
children (Winick and Rosso, 1969). 
There is some severe protein-calorie malnutrition in the United 
States, but for the most part, in this country malnutrition can best 
be described in terms of dietary deficiencies in the area of vitamins 
and minerals. This type of deficiency is referred to as chronic 
undernutrition. There is evidence that chronic undernutrition affects 
physical and mental development adversely. Children hospitalized in 
infancy because of problems related to undernutrition, have been 
followed and checked for possible adverse effects three and four 
years later. These children were significantly smaller than control 
children of the same age, and their stunted physical growth was 
clearly related to the duration of their undernutrition. These 
children's !Q's were lower than those of control children, and it 
was found that their neurological and intellectual development was 
related to the duration of undernutrition they experienced in 
infancy (Chase and Martin, 1970). 
Effects of Malnutrition on Behavior 
and Learning Ability 
Inadequate or borderline intakes of specific nutrients can 
interfere with behavior and learning ability. Thiamin deprivation 
causes anxiety, irritability, depression, and increased sensitivity 
to noise and pain. Inadequate amounts of nicotinic acid result in 
lassitude, apprehension, and depression. A deficiency of Vitamin 
B-12 causes mental confusion. Inadequate iodine causes a low basal 
metabolic rate, and physical and mental languor. Insufficient iron 
results in lowered hemoglobin and reduced capacity of the blood to 
carry the oxygen needed by the tissues for normal functioning. 
Abnormal functioning of the tissues contributes to the most common 
behavioral problem found in malnourished children, which is_ apathy 
accompanied by irritability. In the early stages of undernutrition, 
there is an increase in motor restlessness; while in later stages, 
there is a depression of motor activity (Birch and Gussow, 1970). 
The effects of malnutrition described above disappear when the 
deficiencies have been corrected; however, the effect on a child's 
learning ability may be permanent. Malnutrition affects learning in 
two ways: directly, by interferring with the functioning of the 
central nervous system, and indirectly, by interacting with social 
and environmental factors. 
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A child's ability to respond appropriately to significant stimuli 
in his environment is retarded during any period of chronic malnutri-
tion, and this retardation is accompanied by progressive behavioral 
regression (Foster, 1972). Children with poor nutrition also have 
problems that involve concentration and alertness. Children with low 
energy levels respond to learning situations with apathy or even with 
high excitability, neither of which is conducive to learning (Sulzer 
and Thomas, 1973). Often an adult will reject a child because of his 
sluggish behavior, thus compounding the problem of malnutrition with 
social and psychological factors of regression and social interaction 
(Cravioto, Delicardie, and Birch, 1966). 
Intervention Research 
In research with animals there has been evidence that adequate 
nutrition can at least partially overcome the adverse effects that 
have resulted from malnutrition. In intervention research with 
children similar results have been obtained. 
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The relationship between nutrition and physical growth has been 
dramatically shown in Japan. Since 1948, improved nutrition practices 
in that country have resulted in increased stature of the school 
children (Mitchell, 1964). On the other hand, there is evidence 
that when malnutrition has stunted physical growth during childhood 
this condition cannot be corrected by an adequate diet later in life. 
There is also evidence that when mental development has been stunted 
by malnutrition, the condition may be irreversible (Lederberg, 1968). 
In cases of undernutrition, which is less sever malnutrition, 
intervention with an adequate diet can effect a real improvement 
in the child's condition. Malnourished children who have been given 
nutritionally adequate diets have shown significant gains in intel-
ligence test quotients, while a control group of well-nourished 
children showed no such gain. The explanation of the difference 
between the two groups of children was that because of dietary 
deficiencies, the malnourished children had not reached their 
potential; and when the deficiency was corrected, these children were 
able to reach their potential (Latham and Cobos, 1971). 
Intervention with a mid-morning snack for children in school 
and in day care situations has clearly demonstrated the relationship 
between nutrition and behavior. In one study the effect of fruit 
juice versus water as a mid-morning snack for preschool children was 
investigated. This study was conducted over a pE~riod of one year, 
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and during that time each child participated alternately in the two 
snack programs. The behavior of the children was observed, and from 
these observations, the effects of fruit juice versus water as a snack 
was determined. The findings indicated that the mid-morning orange 
juice was beneficial in relieving fatigue, in reducing irritability 
and tension, and in decreasing negative behaviors (Keister, 1951). In 
England, a study of 6000 school children showed that school performance 
improved as a result of a mid-morning milk break (Nat'l Inst. for Res. 
in Dairying, 1939). 
By far the most thorough and impressive intervention study is 
one that is in progress at the Tulane University Childhood Research 
Center (Smith and Unglaub, 1972). It is a multi~disciplinary 
longitudinal research project in which psychologists, nutritionists, 
physicians, bio-chemists, and sociologists are involved. The project 
is designed as an investigation of the effects of a set of bio-
chemical elements, including proteins, vitamins, iron and other 
minerals essential for nutrition. The purpose of the research is to 
determine the effects of a lack of these elements on the psychological 
reactions of children in testing situations and the ultimate effect 
of this lack on the behavior and learning of the children. During 
the first year of the Tulane study, standard survey techniques and 
preliminary psychological tests were used in order to identify under-
nourished children and children representing the extremes in psycho-
logical performance. From these data, a significant relationship was 
found between nutritional deficiency and specific types of test 
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performance. Malnourished children performed at a lower level than 
did the better nourished children on several of the psychological 
tests. 
During the second year of the Tulane study a food intervention 
program was introduced in order to determine whether dietary supple-
ments would improve the learning ability and behavior of the children, 
as well as their nutritional status. One group of children, in their 
school setting, was served a lunch which provided one-third of the 
minimum daily requirements for minerals, vitamins, and proteins. 
Another group of children was served a breakfast and lunch, thereby 
being provided more of the minimum daily nutritional requirements. 
At the end of six months, medical examinations of these children 
indicated that those who had received breakfast and lunch had made a 
marked physical improvement, whereas those who had been given only 
lunch had made very little improvement physically. 
At the present time the implications of the Tulane study have 
been clearly stated by Dr. Shue!! H. Jones, director of the Center: 
We know that there is a significant relationship 
between nutrition and learning ability. Malnourished 
children definitely perform poorer than normal ones. 
We also know that proper food intervention can improve 
the nutritional and psychological conditions of these 
children •••. It is downright silly to provide classroom 
teachers for kids who can't learn because they are 
undernourished. We have to get malnutrition wiped out 
and I'm sure we can do it. What we need is public 
support. We must convince taxpayers to back up good 
nutritional programs as strongly as educational programs. 
Just think how wonderful it would be if every child in 
the United States were well nourished and performing up 
to his maximum capacity (U.S., O.E.O., 1971, p. 10). 
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Implications for the Present Research 
Research indicates that malnutrition does exist in this country. 
Research also indicates that malnutrition or undernutrition retards 
physical growth and development as well as retarding a child's ability 
to learn and to adapt to his social environment. Concern about the 
existence of malnutrition in this country led to the establishment 
of the Special Food Services Program for Children. However, the 
question still remains as to whether this program actually is solving 
the problem of malnutrition among preschool children. 
The Special Food Services Program for Children helps day care 
centers meet the nutritional needs of children. However, only 
voluntary centers are eligible for this program and a relatively 
small number of children in day care are in the voluntary centers. 
A study of the extent to which different types of day care 
centers meet the nutritional needs of the children they serve is 
appropriate at this time. If day care centers, other than the 
voluntary centers, are not meeting the nutritional needs of children, 
then the problem of malnutrition in this country continues to exist. 
The present research is seen as a contribution to our understanding 
of this problem. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the food served to 
children in selected day care centers in Oklahoma. Data was gathered 
by observing the meals and snacks actually served to children in 39 
day care centers. The foods were then evaluated-, and the foods served 
in different types of centers were then compared. This chapter 
includes inforniation about the day care centers participating in the 
study, the method of data gathering, and the data analysis. 
Centers Participating 
Thirty-nine day care centers participated in this study. The 
distribution of these centers by size and type is presented in 
Table I. Most of the centers (34) were located in Oklahoma County. 
Of the remaining five, two were located in Cleveland County and 
three were in Kay County. The centers included in the study were 
primarily those served by licensing workers who were interested in 
participating in the data gathering. 
Data Gathering 
Data were gathered by Licensing Service Workers from the 
Department of Institutions Social and Rehabilitative Services. 




DISTRIBUTION OF DAY CARE CENTERS 
BY SIZE AND TYPE 




Center* N Median Range 
A 4 88 82 -
B 7 70 40 -
c 10 86 55 -
D 18 66 22 -
*A: Voluntary centers, eligible for but not participating in any 
Special Food Service Programs. 
B: Voluntary centers, participating in the School Lunch and 
Commodities Programs. 
C: Voluntary centers, participating in the School Breakfast, 
Lunch, and Connnodities Programs. 







centers that they were supervising. Six licensing workers, including 
the writer, participated in the data gathering. All observations were 
made during an eight month period beginning in September, 1973, and 
continuing through April, 1974. 
The participation of the licensing workers in the data gathering 
had definite advantages. Each worker was familiar with the centers 
she supervised and was able to interact freely with the children and 
the staff. Also, each worker was familiar with the food requirements 
for day care centers and was experienced in evaluating food services. 
Beyond this, each worker was motivated by her belief in the importance 
of this study. 
An observation sheet was prepared for use in the data gathering. 
A sample sheet is presented on page 26. For each center the worker 
recorded whether it was proprietary or voluntary and whether it 
participated in any food program. For each meal and snack the worker 
recorded the actual food served to each child and noted whether there 
was adequate food for additional servings and whether or not addition-
al servings were actually given the children. From one to four visits 
were made to each center in order to observe all food service. 
Data Analysis 
The evaluation of foods served in the various centers participat-
ing in this study was based on the food requirements established by 
the United States Department of Agriculture for day care 'centers 
participating in the Special Food Service Programs. The USDA require-
ments for foods served to children of pre-school age are presented in 
Figure 2, Appendix A. Numerical values were assigned to these foods 
OBSERVATION SHEET 
CENTER: Proprietary ---- ----




---- Adequate food for additional servings 
---- Additional servings given 
Morning Snack: 
---- Adequate food for additional servings 
---- Additional servings given 
Lunch: 
---- Adequate food for additional servings 
---- Additional servings given 
Afternoon Snack: 
____ Adequate food for additional servings 




by the writer and a nutrition consultant, who worked together and used 
as their guideline a food selection score card (Bogert, Briggs and 
Calloway, 1966, page 18) and the USDA Table of Nutritive Values 
(U.S.D.A., 1962). The numerical values assigned in this way to the 
USDA list are presented in Table II, page 28. The numerical rating 
of the foods actually served in each center is presented in Table VI, 
Appendix B; and the observation records of the actual foods served in 
each center are presented in Appendix C. 
In the data analysis the centers which qualified for and were 
using the Special Food Service Programs (i.e., Types A and D) were 
compared to the centers which were not receiving the benefits of the 
Special Food Service Programs for Children (i.e., Types Band C). The 
major focus of the comparison was an analysis of the food value of the 
meals and snacks in the two types of centers (A-D and B-C). The 
centers were also compared in terms of whether or not additional 
servings of food were offered to the children. Chi-square and Mann-
Whitney U tests were used for these analyses. 
TABLE II 
NUMERICAL VALUES ASSIGNED TO THE FOODS REQUIRED 
FOR DAY CARE CENTERS PARTICIPATING IN THE 
SPECIAL FOOD SERVICE PROGRAMS 
Pattern 
Breakfast 
Milk (fluid, whole) 
Juice (undiluted fruit or vegetable) or fruit 




Mid-Morning or Mid-Afternoon Snack 
Milk (fluid, whole) 
Juice (undiluted fruit or vegetable) or fruit 
or vegetable 
Bread or Cereal 
Bread 
Cereal 
Lunch or Supper 
Milk (fluid, whole) 




Cooked dry beans or peas 
Peanut butter 












1 1/2 ounces 




two kinds) 1/2 cup 
Bread 1/2 slice 























The purpose of this study was to evaluate the food served to 
children in selected day care centers in Oklahoma. In order to achieve 
this purpose, direct observations were made of the meals and snacks 
actually served to children in 39 day care centers. In these observa-
tions, data were obtained which made it possible to evaluate the food 
served and to compare the different types of day care centers in terms 
of the extent to which they were meeting the nutritional needs of 
children. 
In the analysis of data the centers which qualified for and were 
using the Special Food Service Programs were compared to the centers 
which were not receiving the benefits of the Special Food Service Pro-
grams. The two types of centers (A-D and B-C) were compared in terms 
of the food value of the meals and snacks served and in terms of 
whether or not additional servings of food were offered to the children. 
Analysis of Meals and Snacks 
The evaluation of meals and snacks in the four types of day care 
centers is presented in Table III. The evaluation is expressed as 
numerical ratings based on the United States Department of Agricul-
ture regulations for the Special Food Service Programs for Children. 
For the statistical analysis, the data for the centers (A-D) using 
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TABLE III 
EVALUATION OF'FOOD SERVED IN FOUR TYPES OF DAY 
CARE CENTERS: MEDIANS AND RANGES 
OF RATINGS FOR MEALS AND SNACKS 
TiEe of Dar Care Center 
A B c 
(N:4) (N: 7) (N:10) 
Breakfast 
Number 2 2 10 
Median 40 45 58 
Range 35-45 35-55 40-85 
Morning Snack 
Number 2 5 3 
Median 13 40 37 
Range 10-15 35-45 32-45 
Lunch 
Number 4 7 10 
Median 59 98 89 
Range 54-115 75-116 82-105 
Afternoon Snack 
Number 4 7 10 
Median 10 33 40 
Range 10-28 13-70 08-55 
Total 
Number 4 7 10 
Median 104 160 197 




















the Special Food Service Programs were combined, and the data for the 
centers (B-C) not using these programs were combined. 
Mann-Whitney U test analysis indicated that in every area of food 
service the day care centers participating in the Special Food Service 
Programs were meeting the nutritional needs of their children to a 
significantly greater extent than were the centers not participating 
in the Special Food Service Programs. This was true for breakfast 
(U 8; p < .01), for morning snack (U = 3; p < .001), for lunch 
(U 30; p < .001), for afternoon snack (U = 34.5; p <.0001), and 
for the total food service (U = 10; p < .0001). These findings are 
presented in Table IV. 
Analysis of Additional Servings 
As a part of each observation a notation was made as to whether 
adequate food was available for additional servings and whether 
additional servings were actually given to the children. In Table VI, 
Appendix B, asterisks throughout the table indicate when additional 
servings were offered to the children. 
The number of centers offering additional servings of food to 
the children at each meal and snack is presented in Table V. Of the 
17 centers participating in the Special Food Service Programs, 15 
centers always offered additional servings to the children, and two 
centers offered additional servings except at the afternoon snack. 
Of the 22 centers not participating in the Special Food Service 
Programs, only one center offered additional servings each time food 
was served, and for these centers as a group additional servings were 











MANN-WHlTNEY U TEST ANALYSIS OF THE FOOD SERVICES 
IN DAY CARE CENTERS PARTICIPATING IN THE 
SPECIAL FOOD SERVICES PROGRAMS AND 
THOSE NOT PARTICIPATING IN 
THESE PROGRAMS 
A-D* B-C** 
N Median N Median 
6 35 12 55 
15 15 08 38.5 
22 63 17 93 
22 10 17 35 




p < .01 
03.0 
p < .001 
30.0 
p < .0001 
34.5 
p < .0001 
10.0 
p. < .0001 
*A-D: Centers not using the Special Food Services Programs 
for Children. 






NUMBER OF CENTERS OFFERING ADDITIONAL SERVINGS 
OF FOOD TO THE CHILDREN 
.. Number of Centers 
Observed Offering Additional 
A-D 06 02 
B-C 12 12 
Morning Snack 
Centers A-D 15 03 
Centers B-C 08 08 
Lunch 
Centers A-D 22 13 
Centers B-C 17 17 
Afternoon Snack 
Centers A-D 22 10 
Centers B-C 17 15 
Total* 
Centers A-D 65 28 
Centers B-C 54 52 
Chi-Square = 3 7 • 9 ; p < • 001. 
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Servings 
that the centers participating in the Special Food Service Programs 
offered additional servings significantly more often than did the 
I 
34 
centers not participating in the food service programs. (Chi-square= 
37.9; p < .001). 
Summary of Findings 
1. The centers participating in the Special Food Service Programs 
served meals and snacks which met the nutritional needs of the children 
to a significantly greater extent than did the meals and snacks served 
by the centers not receiving the benefits of the food service programs. 
2. The centers participating in the Special Food Service 
Programs offered additional servings to the children significantly 
more often than did the centers not participating in the food service 
programs. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the food served to 
children in selected day care centers in Oklahoma. In order to achieve 
this purpose, direct observations were made of the meals and snacks 
actually served to children in 39 day care centers. In these observa-
tions, data were obtained which made it possible to evaluate the food 
served and to compare the different types of day care centers in terms 
of the extent to which they were meeting the nutritional needs of 
children. 
Two major types of day care centers were included in this study, 
voluntary and proprietary. Voluntary centers are those which are 
sponsored by charitable organizations and are operated on a non-profit 
basis. These centers are eligible for participation in the various 
Special Food Service Programs for Children and are eligible to receive 
connnodities. Some. choose to participate in these programs and others 
do not. Proprietary centers are those which are privately owned and 
are operated for a profit. These centers are not eligible for 
participation in the Special Food Service Programs for Children. 
In the data gathering, the food service in each participating 
center was observed. Each center served breakfast and/or a morning 
snack, lunch and an afternoon snack. The type of food served and the 
amount served were recorded by the observer. These data were then 
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evaluated in terms of the extent to which the food served met the 
nutritional needs of the children. The evaluation (numerical rating) 
of the food served in each center is presented in Table III, Appendix 
B. The observation sheets for the individual day care centers 
participating in this study are presented in Appendix C. 
In the data analysis the centers which qualified for and were 
using the Special Food Service Programs (i.e., Types A and D) were 
compared to the centers which were not receiving the benefits of the 
Special Food Service Programs for Children (i.e., Types Band C). The 
major focus of the comparison was an analysis of the adequacy of the 
meals and snacks served in the two types of centers (A-D and B-C). 
Statistical analyses indicated that the centers participating in the 
Special Food Service Programs were meeting the nutritional needs of 
the children to a significantly greater extent than were the other 
centers. The centers were also compared in terms of whether or not 
additional servings of food were offered to the children. Again, 
statistical analyses indicated that. the centers participating in the 
Special Food Service Programs offered additional servings to the 
children significantly more often than did the other centers. 
Implications 
The present research was a pilot study and no attempt was made 
to obtain a representative sampling of day care centers in Oklahoma. 
The centers included were those served by licensing workers interested 
in participating in the data gathering. Because of this, the findings 
cannot be generalized to all day care centers in the state; neverthe-
less, the findings do show that the centers which participate in the 
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Special Food Service Programs and those that do not are dramatically 
different in the extent to which they meet the nutritional needs of 
the children they serve. This finding combined with the fact that 
more than 90 per cent of the children in qay care in this country are 
cared for in proprietary centers (those not eligible for the SFSP) 
suggests that the Special Food Service Program is not available to 
the bulk of the young children who need these benefits. Additional 
efforts to alleviate malnutrition and undernutrition in early child-
hood are needed. 
There are two possible reasons for the difference in the quality 
of food service in day care centers using the Special Food Service 
Programs and those not receiving these benefits. The financial 
supplement alone helps a center to meet the nutritional needs of the 
children more adequately. Beyond this, the United States Department 
of Agriculture requires that a center participating in the program be 
supervised and meet specific standards in the foods they serve. Un-
doubtedly, it is a combination of the financial help and the help 
received during supervision that is responsible for the evident 
difference in the quality of food service in the different types of 
day care centers. 
On the basis of the above facts and reasoning, an extension of 
the Special Food Service Program is reconnnended so that all young 
children in day care can receive these benefits. It is probable that 
before this can be achieved, or a comparable program introduced, a 
larger and more accurate survey must be done, in this state and in 
other states, in order that the national picture be determined. 
Incidental Observations 
Unsolicited comments from the licensing workers who participated 
in the data gathering underscore some of the findings of this study 
and illustrate specific problems with which this study was concerned. 
Some comments were based on direct observations made during data 
gathering, and other comments were based on evidence accumulated 
during routine visits to the centers. 
Some centers apparently changed the menu to be served after the 
observer arrived. In one center when milk was being poured, a child 
commented, "How come no water?" In another center a staff member was 
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hurriedly sent to the store for a vegetable which was then added to 
the children's meal. 
The good quality of specific foods was noted. In some centers 
cookies were "home-made", and raisins, nuts, peanut butter, and/or 
oatmeal were used in the making. In one center eight pounds of cheese 
were used in a macaroni and cheese dish for 90 children. In another, 
three dozen eggs were used in French toast for 75 children. Less 
specific comments included reference to "ample meat" in a chicken 
casserole, and the addition of tomato juice or sauce in Sloppy-Joe 
sandwiches. Comments such as these were made about the food services 
in the voluntary centers participating in the Special Food Service 
Programs. 
Some voluntary centers were most generous in their food servings. 
In some, children were reported to have two or three servings of any 
foods they wanted. In one center, large bowls of food were placed on 
the tables and the children served themselves all they wanted. 
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Non-nutritious snacks were served in most of the centers not 
participating in the Special Food Service Programs. In 11 of these 
centers Kool-ade was the beverage served. Among the snacks reported 
were dry cereal, such as sugar smacks and fruit loops, popcorn, 
marshmallows, hard candy, crackers and commercial cookies. Of the 37 
snacks (a.m. and p.m. combined) observed in centers not participating 
in SFSP, 27 were nutritionally inadequate, i.e., the food value score 
was below 25. Of the 25 snacks observed in centers participating in 
SFSP, only two were nutritionally inadequate. 
The need for breakfast in day care centers is evident. Many 
children arrive in the early morning at 6:30 or 7:00, without having 
had any breakfast. Other children arrive eating a doughnut or sweet 
roll as they walk in. Some children bring a box of dry cereal to eat 
at the center, and some children are served breakfast at the center 
if the parents pay extra for it. 
Day care centers participating in the Special Food Services 
Program provide for the children's morning nutritional needs more 
adequately than do the other centers. Twelve of the centers partici-
pating in the SFSP served breakfast. The remaining five served a 
most nutritious morning snack and served it early in the morning, 
thereby meeting the children's breakfast needs. Six of the 22 centers 
not participating in SFSP served breakfast. Of the remaining 16, 
five served a nutritious snack, nine served a snack which was 
nutritionally inadequate and two served no snack at all. 
In a colorful way these incidental observations support the 
findings reported in this research. In most day care centers, the 
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staff want to do the best they can for the children. Nevertheless, in 
many centers, corners are apparently cut in food services because of 
the financial necessity. 
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MEAL PATTERNS FOR 
YOUNG CHILDREN IN 
CHILD CARE PROGRAMS 
Young children master many skills during their first six years. ~ng to eat a variety of 
foods is one of the most important ones.· Those responsible for food service in child care 
centers should provide the opportunity for children to leam to eat and enjoy a variety of 
nutritious foods. · 
As specified in the regulations for the Special Food Service Program for Children, meals or 
supplements served between meals (snacks) approved for cash reimbursement by USDA 
shall contain as a minimum ·the following food components in the amounts listed: 
PATl'ERN 
BREAKFAST 
Milk, fluid whole 
Juice or Fruit 
Cereal and/ or Bread, 1 
enriched or whole grain 
Cereal 
Bread 
MID-MORNING OR MID-AFTERNOON 
SUPPLEMENT 
Milk, fluid whole, or Juice or 
Fruit or Vegetable 
Bread or Cereal, 1 
enriched or whole grain 
Bread 
Cereal 
LUNCH OR SUPPER 
Milk, fluid whole 
Meat and/or Alternate 
One of the following or combinations 
to give equivalent quantitiesi 
Meat, poultry, fish, cooked2 
Cheese 
Egg 
Cooked dry beans and peas 
Peanut butter 
Vegetable and/or Fruit' 
Biead,1 
enriched or whole grain 
Butter or Fortified Margarine 
CHILDREN 



































1 Or an equivalent serving of cornbread, biscuits, rolls, muffins, etc. made of enrichecl or whole grain meal 
or flour. 
2 Cookecl lean meat without bone. 
a Must include at leut two kinds. 
Figure 2. Food Requirements as Reported in the USDA Food 














































RATINGS OF THE FOOD ACTUALLY SERVED 
IN EACH CENTER PARTICIPATING 
IN THE STUDY 
a.m. p.m. 
Breakfast Snack Lunch Snack 
45 55 10 
35 62* 10 
10* 54 10 
15* 115* 28 
45* 112* 70* 
55* 116* 35* 
40* 98* 13* 
35* 110* 33* 
35* 75* 32 
40* 78* 35* 
35* 93* 32* 
6.5* 105* 40* 
75* 82* 45* 
75* 100* 25* 
8.5* 37* 88* 55* 
40* 98* 45* 
40* 83* 25* 
50* 45* 88* 08 
42* 85* 45* 
60* 90* 40* 
55* 32* 95* 35* 
05 68* 25* 
15 48 32 
23* 80* 09* 
30 55 10 
23 55* 10* 
35 25 80 33* 
41 63* 00 
10 93 10 
78* 15 
20 67* 10 
10 73* 10* 
63 00 
33 48* 05 
25 47* 25* 
10* 48 07* 
05 63 05* 
13 72* 10 
35 55* 10 
*There was adequate food for additional servings and adequate 













































OBSERVATION SHEETS FOR INDIVIDUAL DAY CARE CENTERS 









Break.ta.~.·~: , Jarq& pancake, , 1Ja.t. b!\na,; 
~ oz. wage. ivic.e v ------
. .A.. Adequate i'ood foi· idd.it1 ... ,ual serrl.nga 
__ Additional aeM'ing1 &i'HD 
Morning s.,.ck: .DQD£..._ _____________ _ 
__ Adequate tood. tor add1t1om'!l serYinee 
__ Additional senings ginn 
~ Adequate food i'or additional aerrtnga 
__ Additional servin.cs given 
Aft•rnoon Snack: 3 C:SZ, \,;rayr c.()N;&,s'i:a\.e, ckin\s., 
Adequate food for additional serrlngo I 6"'1111\\ 
- ~\o..1t. :"'\ 








Braak!ast: _.n_.ori..._.,e,._ ____________ _ 
_ Adequate food for additio11,iL servings 
__ Additional seM'ings giTen 
Morning Snack: d, \:\ioo C.{aC:'J\Uj , 4 Ql., \g:»\ • aid. 
.X.. Aaequate f'ood !'or o;.ddit lci-1 , 1 'lervil'l,ell 
_2S_ Additional serrlngs gi nn 
. Lunch, 1 Y::. O'Z ~\JI?" m@1, \ Wn, 'a lfd~ 
~i?'n. , :r ooib, 3 0'2 \<oc::l· -id. 
Y;,cu~ je.\'A 4¥:+rlltt _ _ 
~ AdeQuate .food for &·Hit · ·, : ,,. s 
Adcl.'t.ional servings 11••~ 
- (~·~qh't > 
Afternoon Snack c ~ croc chip CQO\sfi ,]I O'ZJsccl:aid 
A Ad•quate f,;;" ror o.dditio- ••rringo ~-aid 
Additional zerT1.nge gt 11en 
vBS!RV ATIOH SHEET 
CllffD: ~A ~ -·· 1 roprieta, M Voluntary 
Food Procn,a: __ School Break.fast 
School Lunch 
Comodities 
Brealdalt I 4 QZ. tn)\± loo ~p I 3 OZ• or-cqe... 
jiiat. 
__ Adequate !uod f'or add1t.ionaJ ,ervingl 
__ Additional •erri.ng• g1 Yen 
Morninc ,nack: .. na.-.. "' .. e._ _____ _ 
__ Adequ.t~ f'ood for ~ddit!onal :!'"'rvir~! 
__ Additional oerrtng1 g1 nn 
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Lunch: I V,; oZ I r:oeai 1)CL'ttie I YA bin ' I i,\ice, 
i:brmlci\, •n:a\l pltU& \g\tuce, , 3 oz. 
nii\'¥- , 1 slice ~ic.b\e , CU? ca\te.,lic.inq ·-·· 
~ Adaquat• food £or additiona,-- ••• :~~. mi\\c-.001y 
~ Additional sarnngo given T'f"'i \\<, ooll.j 
Aft•rnoon Snack: 1 't.wvifu\ t:-'rw-iee SW\Y'Wa, 4 OJ:, ~c.\,. 
_,X_ Adequate food for additiona sttrsv1.ngs 
~ Additional :eierTinge given 
OBSERVATIOII SHEET 
Cl!ll'l'llft:~ __ Proprietary l!. Voluntary 




__ Adequate food tor add:!.tior,al :,e <tinga 
__ Additional serrtn&:• gi Yen 
Moming Snack: ?,5Sda cr-c.'£en:., 6, Q'Z,, "l·L _y.n(.e. 
~ A.deqtll!te food f'or .. dr : · ion2 l ••-.. -t_!'~"'"· 
.X .Additional serrtJ>a:a gi ... D C.\".-c. .. tJ'S Or\~ 
Lunch: I u.1eiM.r: lfa CUQ #QQe. cheese, 
Y;tc.up ~ t beans, Y;,sic.e. \:nao • 
\::,ul\b:, 'b cup l>4=ache,s 1 's:i Q?. mi\\s 
~ Adequate food for additional serTin,c• 
__ Additional e:erYin&:• fiYeD 
( 5+ore · bo,ll(Jl\+l 
Afternoon Snack: !> CQO\(\ Q '$, 1 S Q'!; a»\\s. 
__ l.d•quate food for additional s•rdn&:• 
'L Additional oer•1ngo ~, •en <....Odiciie. Of\\~ 
OPSERVATIOII SHEET 
_ rroprietary X Voluntary 
Fot:d Program: Sehool Brealttast 
-~ School Lunch 
-~Comodities 
__ .Adequate rood for additional servings 
__ .Additional 1erriDg1 given 
lloming Snack: \ \iye'aea:~ mi:rr,o , 4 c:2.frv\t ~\)\c.e. 
Lunch: 
~ Adequate food for !'.dd!tional aervtJ"t.,g;!! 
~ Additional oorvillg• gho 
~t\6'o f,n;.\rm I Ya Cl.ll:) si;iinac.n, 'fa c.u~ 
Q&S I \ s\ic,e, \;cg pd I '/; .t. bu'kr, . 
6 az roi\\s, Ya c~:t~1oca 't»>dd'JV\ 
~ Adequate .rood tor addi~ional serri.nga 
~ Additional serrtngs given 
Afternoon Snack: \ c;\ic;e, matl .:fT 91iVP1 kd\tr; 
..X.. ldaquate food ror additi:nal sorvings \ ~, 1'\\'), 
:i,_ Additional servings given ~O'E, Tn\\~ 
OBSERVATIOII SHEET 
__ Proprietary 
Food Program: __ School .Brealttast 
~ School Lunch 
_}(_ Commodities 
Breakfast, .,ro-~n:~e--------------
~- Adeq..ui.te !ood .for additional servings 
, ·- Additiona.i serrtng1 g1Ten 
Mornin1; Snack: Y.a.s\ic.e.e.inniMNIO team,'/.;:\:. ~'i 
_lS,. Adequate food for o,ls!tion•l serr.."z• ... at. i~~e 
--~ Additional eorvingo giftn 
Lunch, 
---··---·--------------....X Adequat.e .food tor additional 111ervinga 
~ Additional aeninga given 
A1'temoon Snack: l;,. O"t.. u;e ,ream 
~ .&cl.equate food tor additional serrlng11 
__ Additional eervinga given 
OBS!J!VATIOII SHUT 
CU'l'ZII: il __ . Proprietary 




Breakraot: ;. k»,ie-bern.l ~ncms, 1 9 0,Z. 
\::d:4:nco\iM -··· -----· 
~ Adequat~ food for add.it.1.,1 . .:1. , ervinge 
~ Additional oor'ringa give1J 
llorn1ng Snack: ~mn.__ .... e, ___ _ 
__ Adeqtlllte food. for sdditiona.:. '-'ervin,es 
__ .ldditiom:l serri.ngs given 
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Lunch: ~ o:z. me ha\\fi ~ c;.'i")ce Yo c.\l~ 
t::n», Y:i oz c;.~c;.e., , »\ice. 'brciad, 
V;. s, bu'ttet:, Y;. banana, e. oi:, m,\li( 
~ Adequate food :for additional ··11niqga 
_;g_ Additional oervl.JICo giYOD' 
(n~f'l\aQ&) . 
U'tornoon Snack: A. CQQ\\l•s- ca\:s.t mns ,4 QZ,'O\\\~ 
_.)(. Adequate fc.od for addit..i.one., <1ervinga 
_lt ~dit.ionaJ :!lleninge givea 
OSS!RVAT!ON SHEET 
CU'l'ZII: ..a.a. _ l roprietary 
J'ood Program: _ School Break.fast 
. l!... School Lunch 
~ Comodities 
Breokraot: _.[\(ti!_...., _____ _ 
.A Vo.i. untary 
__ Adequate food for additional servings 
__ Additional servings given 
Moraine Snack, YA c;\ic:e :mw, •la,+. bJ\\\r, "'i c."Z. • .,....;\\',( 
~ AdequatP. f'('IQd r ....... "'dd•,-ior, .. l !'"'Mri..ge 
X Additional aervingo gi n>n 
Lunch: 4 Q't Q9C,erAni ~ C.'Qtt'ie 1 'M ~ k,e~C., 
1/4: ~l> qr. beans, Y4 ,~~ ~'nes, 
\ s\\C& D'.1UM:S 'a o:r;, Y:m\'f. 
~ Adequate food tor additional ser'dnge 
_}:( Additional servings gi Yell C hOl-f\.-,,adll!.) · 
A1'tomoon Snack: "', OJ:, S>ra,qe ~jc,e, \ CQQ!;t,• o,~ • 
...)(_ ldoquato food ror additional serving• n1~\t\f, 
..:i..... Additional seninga g1ven 
ODSIRVATION SHEET 
C!IITER: 9,a_ __ Proprietary ..X Voluntary 
Food Program: __ School Breakf'ast 
.6_ School Lunch 
_..)(_ Comoditl•• 
~ Adequate f'ood. !or additional servings 
__ Additional eerrlngl!I giTen 
Morning Snack: ..JJ'Q._..,NuS?.-. _____________ _ 
Lunch: 
__ Adequate food for additional servi~s 
__ Ad.di tion11l serri.ngs gi Yen 
~ Adequate food tor additional servings 
_ Additional servings given 
.Afternoon Snack: \ ( 4 · 2c:MOJ'ls'i C\f°PWMO c.c&c-\\er; 
__ Adequate food for additional servings~ O'l.. m\\¥\ 










__ Adequate ~·c,oli £or additional servinge 
__ A.dditiona.i. ~ervinge given 
Morning Snack \ Qllp(+eY"' iilt)~\e, !;,. OZ:. Or#)Qe. ~e,e. 
1. A.d~qW:t,, f' ... (',t fr:-r ">.i1d1.;"on!!}. ,i,;vinel'I ... 
_x Additional .serv1.ngs given 
Lunch: I sardw\ch C.t ~ ice,') • \ P!,ll\ I 
s oz:. mill<-, 1/a. w,;, qr. bc-rEa, \ oz. c:.'n~~ 
~ .Adequate f,:, ·i for additional servinge 
A Additional '3~rv1DJ!~ given 
A.tternoon Snack Ya.barara, sot,. <>fiM'4i )a,ee 
~ Adequate f f"r:ir ac.diti·.·na.l sen-ings 
~ Addi• t ·na.1 een-ing~ given 
OBSERVATION SHllET 
cum: .1Q.B_ __ Proprietar• 
1'ood Program: __ School Break!"'ast 
~ School Lune•. 
_l(_ Comaoditi•• 
Br .. ktast: .._OQ .... Du,,'i'...._ ____ _ 
__ .Adequate food for additiona1. ~ervings 
__ Additional serrt.ngs given 
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Moruinc Snack: 1/3 m<y ~ ,e.r&\, -4 oi.:fnl\:! :i..i' c.e 
Lunch: 
....}( Adequate rood for ?.dchit" 
_l(_ Additional serving8 gi 'HD 
-...ii.I loeenie-we.iri,es, \ '/a.1:, s~1nac.\\, 
I s\ic.e \;read, \/a,t..'nu'\'\e.r,4 C?..n\1\\c;, 
11/;,T. p\o u¥'tl.anana<:. ··- _ 
L Adequate .food for additional ~~rv; :ig:: 
~ A.ddition.tl sen-ings giyel\. 
(~W'f\'ade.) , 
Afternoon Snack: o1. \Ja'ieti\.me. (QO\c,\S!c;., 13 cu~ Si'rdlllbeY' 
...1(. A.dequate food for 9ddit1v· -,erv~·~ \(R(.,'l'e&IIICY\ 
-\o-r ~'""" _X- Additional seninge 'i,J. "er N,\\\t'. 
OBS!RVATION SH!!llT 
__ Proprietary 
Food Program: _i( Schoo.- Break.fas 
__){__ School Lunch 
_}(, Commodi!::ies 
-~ V<'.l.untary 
Breaktaot: I slice. WC'ICb tOM.\ I A O'Z. qriMf,e. ~ 
~~\e pee. 
~ Adequate f'ood for additional .servings 
_K_ Additional servings given 
Morning Snack: _,ro:e,.__._. ______ _ 
__ Adequate f'o()d for additional _.., .·, nee 
__ Additional senings given 
Lunch: 4 c:2, DY'Pft!c'.\&d gea'f,, •f-. C:,U~ N\\UQ .oireer,. 
(~oach:,\um~\.1/.;:i,.c.u~ »u>e.~~.u~ 
\ s\iee~~'$1\• wj\e.'\!ua . 
'/Q.;.,'D,)1'er,l.:,.o?, b,)\\e.r, ~s<r;:, 
_)( Adequate .fooa for additional ~ervinge 
..X. Additional sorvinge given 
(~Maae) 
Afternoon Snack: ~JI' bilrt.Y' CQck\es ', Qt. ~\~ 
X Adequate food for additional -1e~ngs 
X Additional ser..-ing!< given 
DBSIIIIVATIOII SHEET 
CU'l'BJI: ~ _ Pzoopriotary _K Voluntary 
J'ood Program: ~ School Breaktaet 
_>{_ School Lunch 
..A Commodities 
Breaki'aet: ,I o-Mmea\, v4 ~,are•::\:ce41:, 
9 C:IZ, rlat:0,9 \\lie;& 
~ Adequate food for additional se"ings 
.A,.. Additional aeM'inp ,:1Yen 
Morning Snack: ... l"lC!l' ........ e._ ______ ~------
Lunch: 
__ Addi":.ional serri.ngs given 
X Adequate food £or additional ~ervinge 
X Additional servings given 
Af'ternoon Snack: \/,4 OGr,gg (~ » C:C,tru\\(_ 
~ Adequate food· for "additional se:Ving,s 
~ Additional servings g1nn 
OBSERVATION SHEET 
C!RTER: 1Si,C __ Proprietary X. Voluntary 
Jl'ood Program: A School Breakfast 
~ School Lunch 
~ COIIIIIOdities 
Breakta•t: \'fa C>J\) c:rer:, cir w'Y)ea.\ •fa, s\\c;e. t)aCM, 
s\ic,e 1:Qi¥id: \12 s-. hS\\e-r ia oi:. ro 1 \\c.. 
' ' ,X... Adequate food for additional servings 
~ Additional l!!lervinge given 
Morning Snack: $ Qt QCaM,e \uic,e, .1.. c;,aVt-ire,S 
~ Adequgte toOd for additir,ne.J ,iio.!"vst.~e'! 
~ Additional serviDgs gi Yen 
~ .lde~uate food tor additional servings 
~ Addi'tional Servings g1Yen 
Afternoon Snack: ~ hftriitl\" ~ic.,h, 
~ Adequate food for additional serrtnge~Q'Z.ff\1\~ 
~ Additional servings ginn 
OBS!RVATIOII SHEET 
C!RTER: l~ __ Proprietary ~. Volmitary 
Pood. P:rogru: -~ School Breaktu· 
~ School Lunc.t-
.lS.. C-itiea 
Broaki'ut,' 4A'C- c:nr:q& ii,)ic,e I hl, o,a's:rr«a\ 1 
C.m1'liiWron :tces.lc, le,. cg. mu\s. 
~. Adequate food for ada.1t1on':ll o;.ervinga 
_g_ Additional seM'inga given 
llorn1ng Sllack:X) ....or. ... ,e, .... _____ _ 
Lunch: 
__ Adequate rood f'or g,ddit1or.P, servil'..ee 
__ Additional aeninga ginn 
X. Ad.equate food ror addit-1.ona.· -ervinga 
~ Additional servin.ga g1Ten 
. (ho ..... e.w.ue\ 
Afternoon Snack: 40!:.~1~\b~'oreac:\ . 
~ Adequate food for additiona -serv1nglr:' 
A Additional aeninge given 
OBSEl!VATIOII SHEET 
C!ll'l'EI!: J.k.C.. __ Proprieta..,. _)!.. Vol1U1tary 
Food Program: ~ School Breakfast 
....X. School Lunch 
I. ...Xcommodttie• ~~'I,, 
Breakfast: I 'oo\):til, ~:!;. bu"t\er, 
b oz. ro1\K 
~ Adequate rC'od for additional ,:ervin&:1 
~ Additional oeninge gi nn 
Morn1ng Snack: _,tg_......,.P._ ____________ _ 
tun.ch: 
__ Additional aeningo gi nn 
~ Adequate food for additional serri.ag• 
..X, Additional aervinge g1 ven 
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Aftomoon Snack: Ya±tlJlpMi,bs.rc»A)lchj'!!, Oli;W:ui+ 
~ Adequate ,,,od for additiODal oeninge fll<e 
_'g_ Additional aening• given 
()BSIJIVATIOII Slll!:T 
__ Froprietary X.. Voluntary 
Food Prognm: L School BNakf'aat 
~ School Lunch 
...2S..comoc11e1ea 
_ .ldeq\late food for additional serringe: 
__ Additional ael"Villca gi Yen 
Moming Snack: _.{\_.01\e....,..._ ___________ _ 
Lunch· 
__ Adequate f'ood for additional 1ervin.e;e 
__ Additional ael"Villcs gi nn 
..}S_, Ad.equate food for additional aeM'inge 
~ Additional serringa gin;\ 
(i-.orr.e~ . 4 
A.',en,,·,on Snack: S~c.e.(alii'E:\~~£,ili$\l\'.f, 1 ~· • 
. 2S... Adequate food for additional servings era~ f-l''c. 
....x_ Additional servings given 
OBSERVATION SIIBET 
C!IITEJ!: ~ __ Proprietaey _x_ Voluntuy 
Food Program: ~ School Breakfast 
~ School Lunch 
X Commodities 
~ Adequate .rood tor additional servings 
____ Additional servings given 
Morning Snack: _.r\QY\..-..,.~ .... ------------
__ Additional ••l"Villc• ginn 
Lunch: yg C!.US) ClEQY)ie•u>f'mie.~,~.~ -\e, 
s:auc.e, <orn 'tc•ad ·/~:\,. 'a.S\\ex; 
Yp. c.u~ S?@s:.h ac h~.mm,. , 4 m, m,\Y. 
~ Adequate .food tor additional aeni.ng1 
X Additional serving• giYeD ...._ 
(~clcnrd~I , 
Afternoon Snack: I ilCI acay.m cc«mrsanc~1,>1U'\ I 
~ Adequate food 1tor additional Hl"Villco'r O'l:, 1'1\\\!.. 
~ Additional e:eninga given 
OIISZIIVAfIOII SIIDf 
CBlffSB:_& __ Proprietary 
Food Program: ..::;i.. School Broakfaet 




Broakf'ut: 3 O'Z, dru (.er!e\ ,4-oz,rr,\\V. ].Q'l.. 
:fcun: »'\ cR . . - I 
~ Adequate food for addi · .. i..;,r servinga 
~ Additional ••l"Villco c1nn 
Morning Snack: ;io~.~ ~ic.e \ c;..\ic,e.:tt:SilriA-, Y~l. 
LW>ch: 
_.:2S.. AdoqUlltO food for •dditfo•, · ,.,.,,fr.'.;S t)\11\e.( 
~ .Additional serri.nge: gi w"'n 
'2 OJ. rice+ aic\<el\. Yn.~ m;u> a __ 
\/fl.\2:\:s'r?\es, \ slice. hrAAd, •/a,:t., 'cv\te.Y", 
.'.!- pr. Qimt-•?~ '>t>"t ro,%. 
~ id.equate food for add.it1o ~ervinga 
~ Additional seninga give~ 
Afternoon Snack: ~ C,~~.J@~ CLX)\siC-'i 
__ Adequate food for additional serving:, 
__ Add.1t1onal eerTing• given 
OIJSZRVATIOII SHIEf 
CZll'l'BJ!: ..2QC __ 1-roprietary .X Voluntary 
Food Progru: ~ School Breakfael 
-~ School Lunch 
_L Comoditiee 
Broaktut, !;), az, Bu~ Cw\::de w'reai\:'\ or ric.e., 
4ac;,mi\\,, 4 Q't, Ofe!f"Qe i,\l\C,E!. 
X Adequate food for additional ,el"Villcs 
L .Additional serri.qa g1 nn 
llorning Snack: _.'('QO.....,..,..i,._ _________ _ 
L1111ch: 
__ Ach1qnate 1'ood f"or ,s,ddltional servings 
__ Additional ••Z"riJ>a• g1nn 
,X Adequate food tor additional servings 
x Additional Hl"Villce pYeD :0.. 
(noY'l\e.~ 
U'tenioon Snack, \ s\i c:e ~~"' tnM, la 01:,. rt\i \'It. 
X. Adequate .rood tor add.1t1onal seni.Dge 
A. Additiollll serringa gi nn 
08SllllVATIOII SHEET 
__ Proprietary ,lS._ Volur• · 017 
Food Program: X School Breakla1t 
X School Lunch 
_)!,._ C<>moclities 
Breu.fast; \ @ft , 4 CR, O\"~ ~ tyP.,\.\, 
i\.)\ce. , 4 o:z, mi\); _ 
1'_ Adequate food for additional servings 
_2L Additional servinga given 
Morning Snack: ~ S.\:\iY)t..'S, 1 4 O't m'1\k 
Lunch: 
~ Ad.ec:uete f"obd. for edd1tione! se!"•T!!"~ 
..A Additional serrtngs g!.wa 
-J!._ Adequate food f'or additional servings 
.A &clditiont~=) 
A1'ternoor Snack: ~i b9lier: CQQ\\\eS. 14!: cg,X'(\\\¥, 
_.ta. Ad.equate £cod for additional servings 










-·- Adequate .rood f'or additional seorvings 
_ _ Additional serrings given 
'1oraiag Snack: 1 q.ra'nam C@c.\c.ix, 4 oz, \<oo\-d\~ 
_X,_ AdequatllJ .food .for ~dditional servi nes 
__ Additional serrtngs gi...,D 
Lunch: Ye;,, we.ioe.c, 'i:J. cp~Y'Ci¥i,))ed ~. 
'L?a c::u? c:.om, <al'M\\ S:\:ic.\s. c:e\St"J., v~. s\icg med . '& is. 'cwsu 
__ Adequate £ood f'or additional serY1Dg11 
Additional servings given 
1ttern0<·< Snack: ~it?, CC<iASE!r'S 1 4 cg. J'ci\\s 
__ Adequate .rood for •dditlonal aerringe 
__ Additional serYinga gt ven 
08111!:l!VATIOII SIIIET 
CBll'l'III:~ .2!'... Proprietary _ t'olunto.l"J' 
Food Progrom: School Break.fast 
School Lunc1' 
COIIIIIOdities 
·-- Adequate :!"ood :tor add1~.1ona.l .servings 
__ Additional seM'ings giffn 
Morn~ Snack: 1/Q. qraham <,rad<;er 
Lunch: 
-·- AdeqUf!t.~ fC"od ft,,,. ;:iddt"',".onel ~ ... ~r..e,, 
__ Add.it.ional serri.nge given 
-------------
X Adequate food tor additional ser-rin1p• 
.x_ .additional serrin.ga given 
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A1'toraoon Snack: \ s\ic.enread W/ T ~ ):)~er, 
X.. .&doquate .food tor additional servings \ t. ~~\~ 
-A. Additional servings given 
OBlll!:RVATION SIIIET 
CEIITBR: ~ ~ Proprietacy Voluntary 
l:'ood Program: School BN:-ekfa~t 
School Lunch 
Comacditiee 
~ Adequate .fi,od for a.dditional ,,..::-,· ,ngs 
-2{.. i\ddlt,ional .servinge: given 
l!Ol"l'11J& Snack: ..;Y),...O..,V.......,:e_--------·- -----
__ Adequat.e f'ood for add1t1onel ~E"!'"Vi~~, 
·- Additional seninga given 
Lunch: Y;i. cup 'f'N\(,&YQ(\I kneese' 4-o::z., qt:.\.eafs'S. 
'la slic;.e bread, 4~. fui:t mc.)c.:\ai\, 
3 oz., orao~& ~ice _______ _ 
_x_ .Adequate .food .tor additional servinge 
_2S.,_ Additional serrtnga gi Yen 
Attt.r:iooa Snack: \ SQd& cra<:,'s!\1ex: 1 ..t,. C>'?: \c.oo\.-wld 
~ .ld.equate food tor additional serrlnge: 
1 Additional sen-in.gs &iven 
Ol!SERVATIOII SHEET 
CUTBll:~. ...J!t P,.<"prietary _ _ Volur~tary 




__ Ad.equate food for additional eervinga 
__ Additional eoM'inge giYO 
Morning Snack: ~ '.:R\.\\nes u.¥Ji)W'l\l\ bu\\er ~~' 
__ Ad•q~te f'('locl f,:,r ~ddit!O!ltl ~~~??.g! ~oz.~ 
Lunch: 
-- Additional serrings ginn a,d 
3 oz. beens. , l1,>Wre6 • ?. c;g.,a:»m 
, iil''can:o, 9\:ic.\<. '!4 s\ic,e, xxeac\: 
::i., oz.. ?Yc:ldiJ'L\ , 'a o't.. m\\'r, . 
__ Adequate food for additional aerYinge 
__ Ad.diJional servj..DV giftD 
(CCM~WC.\~\) 
Attemoon Snack: \ (:QC)Ysie , 4 Ot, \<oo\-5\\d 
__ .Adequate food for additional aerrlngs 
Additional servings given 
OBSERVATION SBEIT 
CrR'l'ER:~ _x. Proprietary __ Volunta17 
Food Program: __ School Breakf'aet 
School Lwich 
Commodi tie a 
Breakfast: 
4oz,o,i\k ' 
__ lei.equate food for additional aervin.ge 
~- Additional servings giTeD 
Morning Snack: ~\J: ... Q..._.Qyj.wc\Y'0.11.1"'1~~---------
-- Adequate food for !l.dditlonal aerrirt.,e'! 
Lunch: 
__ Aclditione.l aer'fings g1 veD 
__ Ad.equate rood tor additional aerTi.naa 
__ Additional servings given 
Utemoon Snack: \/4: a~ 1 I (Q, <,b2g_4j@. 'aaX:91.&l \0\ 
~ Ad.equate .tOod ror additional aeM'inga 
~ Additional 11erri.ng11 ginn 
C·B.."El!V ATION SHEET 
Clll'l'ZII: :lb!:> _)( 1.-oprietary 




Breald'ut: _,nm~use_.,_ _______ _ 
__ Adequate food for additional servinge 
__ Additional oel'Tinga g1ffD 
Morning Snack: \ SQM C,@;,'Jc.2x:. 3, c&,ft\\\\S, 
_. _ Adequate food for additional aervtnge 
__ Additional sarringe giYO 
Lunch: '/ac,Yl) n 1Qil.4!l99<k Cil'i'ie.ytle,, 1 :t.. 
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% ~:~:t:':::\;!~. ,ube 
I I ie\\o , ,yfnii\r <od!;\;.i _ 
..X. Adequate food tor additional sel'Vingo 
~ Additional sel'ri"'9 _JliYen 
(~e.rc.i91) 
Afternoon Snack: \ com;ie. , 3 O"Z'. J,Qci·iil,id,. 
~ Adequate food tor additional servings 
A Additional serdnga given 
OBSERVATION SHEET 
Clll'l'lll:~ ..X.. Propriotal'}' VolU1&tary 
Food Program: __ School Brealttast 
__ School Lw,ch 
__ Ca.ioclitieo 
__ .lclequate food tor additional servinp 
__ Additional seM'inge g1 nn 
Morning Snack: JY'1U1oO.uY'1L.>lie.~------------
Lunch: 
__ lclditiODal sorringa g1 nn 
~ lcl-te food tor aclditlonal seninga 
~ lclditional seninga given 
Atternoon Snack: \ J'l\'iW'Ebma\\ow 
__ Ad.equate food tor additional serring• 
__ Additional aening• given 
X rroprietary . _ Voluntary 
Food Program: __ School Breakfaot 
• _ School Lunch 
CoraocU.tiea 
Break£B.9t: _.Jll._..t) . 1112._..._ ___________ _ 
__ Mequate rood f'or additio~ aerringa 
-- Additional H~ giYeD 
(~~I) • . 
Morn1ng Snack: I cooll'.,e • '?;, OZ:., W~\ets dn I\\( 
__ A.dequ~te f('lod for ~ddittonel seM1.ne111 
__ Mditional serringa giYeD 
r.unch, 'I&, ~eaw+hll\"er :t ie,1111 '6ardu.1ich, ,a or. 
~ord~ , 1 ,dee\~ sMc.f.., ~ 
c.bi~. ~ ~- a~plec;.auce ,3 oz. m;\\< 
__ Adequate food for additional. aerTin111 
&<'·'' .' •.1Jnal servinge ginn 
(~rc:i.l') , 
Af'ternoon Sna~K · \ c:p;c,11!, 1 1, Qt 1 ~-·$ Q('\tl"' 
__ Adequate .rood for additional aerTi.nga 
__ Additional servings gi'Vttn 
OBSE!!.VATIOI' t'IIEET 
CENTEI!: ~. . K l 1•oprietary . _ Volunta!'J' 
Food Program: School Breaktaat 
School Lunch 
Commodities 
__ Adequate rood for additional servinge.,. 
__ Additional seninga given 
Morning Snack: _.'QOO_.....,e..._ ____ -------
Lunch: 
-- Adequat111t Cnorl f'rJr qdd!tiotl1!1 ~~rvines 
__ Additional oerrings given 
Y.Q y1e.iov: in VQ s\i,e. ot 't:::cead ;;13'. 
gr; bes1t6 q,e,epe C1,)Yj$ '/4 i:.:i~ 
~~e. %& , 4: qz.. mW£ ' 
~ Adequate food for additional aervinge 
~ Additional servinge. ginn 
f..t.C1Mft~C.1&\) 
Utornoon Snack: \ c;.ook\e , 4 Q% 's<oo\-~d 
__ Adequate food tor additional aerrtnge 
Additional servinga given 
OBSll!VATION SBJ!ZT 
~ Proprietary 





__ .Ad.equate food for additional servinaa 
__ jdditional aerringa given 
Morning Snack: ~DA-~f>~Cr--------------
__ .A4hquete food for additional se-rrl!'-:;:!-
-- Mditional serringa gi nn 
L1lllch. 3:I, beaMi w&inecs, ~ "T ~c;.'o, 
'/~ ~ ',',!Adir;,q 11.Qs\ice. b'.:e.a 
~ Adequate food for additional servings 
..)5,_ Additional serYings given 
Utornoon Snack: ..... v ... ..,a ... "' .. Q\.,..e..._ _____ _ 
__ Adequate food for additional serrings 
__ Additional serTinge given 
Food Program: 
OBS!RVATIDR SHEET 





__ .Ad.equate food for additional seM'inge 
__ Additional seMi.ng\ gi Ten 
(~W\~a\) 
lloming Snack: .Q..\/ani~e ~o 
,._ Ad•quate rood for addit:lonel ot':'rv-1!'.';;.• 
__ Additional eeni.ngs given 
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Lunch: "3/4 C\l~ Q,ou\:asb(m¥QYQOi ,,a:ra\o $.L\l, c. 
sma\\ ~- J\aY'1'WrQS!,r). '/3 C:,Y'y ~11;,l,-
~!!a'i , La.wt> #-'»a.. Y • ::,hd!, Med 
'/4. \... k>ffi!ey, 1s, c:sz. roi\\;. 
~ (dequate food for additional aen-ing11 
_.){.. Mditional seninp liven 
,~,a\) 
Utornoon Snack: Q, CQP\(jg!, I 4 C)? • ls>o\--id 
~ .Ad.equate food for additional serrlnge 
Witional serrtngo given 
OllS!l!VATIOII Sll!Z? 
CU'l'lll:~ ~ Proprieta;y __ Volunto.-,; 
Food Program: __ School Breattaot 
__ School Lunch 
Co..oditieo 
Brealdaot: 
__ ~equate food ~or additional ael'Ti.np 
__ Additional aerrtngo ginn 
lloming Snack: _,'N)[\...,.a.i;e.-. ___________ _ 
__ Ade(!aate fi:,od. for ?.clditicmel ell!'!"!"!!'.,&!' 
__ Additional seningo ginn 
__ &cl.equate .food for additional eervin&:11 
__ Additional servings gi nn 
Aftemoon Snack: <omme,rcja\ <;,ayrl~ - \e,l. q)\\r\Y"e,1\ 
-- Adequate food for additional .. rd~ ~a~ 
__ Additional serving• ginn ~  ~ 
~"<"16.y 
OBEl!RVATIOII SHEET 
_ )!._ Fropriet&Z'J' __ Volunt&Z'J' 




__ Adequate food for additional aerri.nga 
__ Additional eerrtnp ginn 
Morning Snack: Y.:J C,\.I~ w:ui~ ~. 3 O'Z..q@~iu,c..e.. 
Luncb: 
__ •.rll!tq,v.atl!' food for edditlonal se.rri!'....g:e 
__ Additional eeningo ginn 
Y<\:::\:una &"ifh c;aro.cicb ;a, c:sc mi\\s. 
d_ Soda (,fgC.W'.5; I /a. r&rffl:\p.S b ~'e,, 
c:,al)'Qgll '1.s\'r.\5?- $AYl'j) 
~ Adequate food for additional oervinga 
~ Additional servingo givep •) 
( cx:N"Nl'I\QY'C,IQ1 
Aftemoon Snack: I ~j)t 'o,i}S'er: <'.p0¥.\'t!. 1 4 CSZ ,Y"I\I \le' 
__ Adequate food tor additional aerrtnge 
__ Additional oeningo ginn 
OBSl!RVATIOII SBilT 
CD'l'Bll:~ 





__ Adequate food for additional oervinp 
-- Additional Hninp giftn 
__ Adequat• r~ot1. fol" ,.dcl1t1one) e4:"-vin,:!' 
-- Additional HrvingO giftn 
~ Adequate food f"or additional sarTi.Dge 
~ Additional Hl"l'inP. giYen 
Aftarnoon Snack: _4~c._z_~~-i-_C~-------
__ Ad.equate .rood. for additional servings 
__ Additional serd.np given 
OIISl!RVATIOII SHEE? 
~ ProprietaZ'J' __ Vol1Dlt&ry 
Food Prograa: __ School Breakfaot 
School Lunch 
Coomoditieo 
Br.akfut, __.Q_...QO..._.!i,..._ __________ _ 
__ .&doquate food for additional oervinp 
-- .Additional oervingo giYen 
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llominc Snack: Soda cy-ac;.'Jle,'{';> '::! oz.~d 
.,A Adequate food ro~ !.d.dit1oi:a1 !!'!'!°Vi!"'..g!'! 
Lunch: 
~ Additional ooningo ginn 
~ Adequate rood for aclclitional ••"1ng• 
__ Additional oeningo g~Y&'!,._ 
(~1a\> . 
Aftamoon Snack: 3 Choe,, ch1f.> CQO\SlgS. 1 l1,la\er 
~ Adequate food for additional oel"Ting• 
~ Additional •~ninga giYen 
OBSll!VAT!OII sen:r 
Clll'l'II: ~ ..)(.__ l roprieta17 _ Volunt&Z7 
rood Prollftll. _ School BNatta1t 
__ School Lwich 
__ Comoditie1 
__ Adequate· food .t"or adclitional aerri.Dga 
-- Addi(~giffD 
llcl'Ding Snack: !:J ( cp'l<i!2,"j, 4)aMaf 
~ Acl9:::te rood for a~'tional aervil'l.e;a 
__ Mclitional serringa giffD 
Lunch: .. ~2\.~~°:!<.~~'::e-' 
4: o:t., tr,,i\\s., ""> s\m c;,anltd J;&}C~s 
£ .&d.equate fooC for additional ••rri.nc• 




Afternoon Snack: ..I. oreo (QQ\(1e5. \$oo\•g\t\ 
X Adequat~ food for addit.iona~ aeninge 
:i... .l.ddit.ional ser,ings given 
Ol!SERVATIOII SIIUT 
Clll'l'Zll:=8.Q_ ..X., Proprieta17 
Food l'rogru: __ School Breattaat 
__ School Lunch 
__ Commodities 
__ Volc.,~ry 
BNattaot: OQOi, un\es!a~~L 
C>wo 
__ Ad.equate food for additional servings 
__ Additional seMing1 ginn 
Morning Snack: At O't, oraro.e \\Jicf! AY'. 4 (')~ Sl!.l.~'< 
~ Adeqaa1'e food for •.dditional •~""'-!!::• ~5 
~ Addi"1onal aerrings ginn 
~ Adequate i'ood i'or additional. HrriDl:1 
:i._ addi"1onal Hrvinga ginn ( , ~\l 
Afternoon Snack: 4 ()?,, \(.Qc.\-aid , .Q,\I~~ 
__ Adeqnato food tor additional. Hl'nJIIS 
__ Additional aerrl.nga gi ffD 
OBIIUVATIOII llllDT 
_x_ Proprieta17 _ Voluatary 
road l'roP"U• __ School Breattaot 
• _ School Lunch 
__ ComoditiH 
__ Adeqna1'e food tor addiUonal Hrvinga 
¥di1'ional HJ.'.ringa p:ren 
-~~iab 
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11or111n& Snack, ego'6ies 4 OJ.,W·aid. v,.1/:Gv~.\:, 
I C:OC.Wra1 \\)\C,~ 
__ M9qut.tt tood tor additional eerTin.p J 
A Mclitional aerringa giftD 
Lanch: 4 cg. CN:VI\ ooct\\:e. f:Q\.)~, \Ji, Spt.~\c.h -
~1' 'wll:er lfNfu!j> ~\ CQYrl 
c:bic;>S.. 1h waf, .;. c:. in,\'£ 
A Ad1quate food tor additional serving1 
A AddiUonal servinga ginn 
&tt_ll'IIOOD Snack: 4 CJZ, \<@•pid I ncom -
__ Ad.equate food for adcllt;ional aerrina• 
__ Additional aeninga giTIID 
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